SECOND FLOOR ROOMS

THE SMALL CONFERENCE ROOM
is 1,350 sq. ft. and has a 50-person capacity in a fully configurable seating arrangement.
ROOM FEATURES:
• Divisible into halves using ceiling mounted, recess-stored, sound-dampening partitions
• Two 82” HD LCD monitors
• One ceiling-mounted lift projector
• One drop-down screen
• Four HD VTC cameras (two each side)
• Two wall-mounted AV control panels
• Elevator Access

THE LARGE CONFERENCE ROOM
is 1,250 sq. ft. and has a 48-person capacity in a fully configurable seating arrangement.
ROOM FEATURES:
• Single rear projector to primary 9’ x 5’ screen
• One ceiling-mounted lift projector
• One drop-down screen
• Two wall-mounted HD VTC cameras
• NIPR/SIPR Secure/Non-Secure communication ports
• Elevator Access
The General Jacob E. Smart Conference Center was dedicated on 20 October, 2011 in memory of General Jacob E. Smart, USAF, Retired. He is credited with planning the low-level raid over German-held oil refineries at Ploesti, Romania, during World War II and later helped to shape postwar Air Force doctrine. His decorations included the Army’s Distinguished Service Cross, the Distinguished Service Medal, Legion of Merit, the Distinguished Flying Cross and four awards of the Air Medal.

The General Jacob E. Smart Conference Center, located on Joint Base Andrews, MD, is the Air Force’s premier Conference Center. When hosting a meeting or conference in the National Capital Region, it provides a secure, state-of-the-art conference center that truly reflects the excellence of the Air Force.

Transform your meeting from ordinary to extraordinary by combining state-of-the-art video teleconferencing and information technologies with advanced and flexible meeting spaces. The Smart Center has nearly 46,000 sq. ft. of space and will accommodate 800 people.

The Smart Center hosts strategic and transformational planning sessions, allowing national leadership to assemble in a single location to examine and develop doctrine, strategy and policy. It provides the convenience of combining your meeting space and guest accommodations on Joint Base Andrews.

**FIRST FLOOR ROOMS**

**THE EXECUTIVE CONFERENCE ROOM**

is 3,860 sq. ft. and has a 158 person capacity, with 32 people seated around the large granite table.

**ROOM FEATURES:**

- 6’ x 10’ Microtile video wall
- Two 70” HD LCD displays
- Four wall mounted HD VTC cameras
- Tables equipped with both NIPR/SIPR ports
- Projection is from podium or AV control room
- Adjacent Green

**AUDITORIUM**

is the largest room within the Smart Center, 5,740 sq. ft. of meeting space with an adjacent green room. There are 86 upper and 178 lower fixed table seats to include 20 person seating located lower front of room.

**ROOM FEATURES:**

- Separate translation room
- 9’ x 16’ Microtile video wall
- Six wall mounted HD VTC cameras
- Convertible TV camera platform (feed to media truck in parking lot)
- NIPR/SIPR Secure/Non-Secure communication ports
- Projection control from podium or AV control room.
- Elevator Access

**THE MULTI-FUNCTION ROOM**

is 3,800 sq. ft. and has a 260 person capacity in a fully configurable seating arrangement.

**ROOM FEATURES:**

- Divisible into halves using ceiling-mounted, recess-stored sound-dampening partitions
- Three ceiling-mounted lift projectors and drop-down screens
- Two wall-mounted AV controls
- NIPR/Non-Secure communication ports
- Three wall mounted HD VTC cameras
- Pre-function area of 1,500 sq. ft.
- Prep/Warming kitchen

**DV CONFERENCE ROOM**

Distinguished visitor accommodations includes a 10-person conference room, adjacent to the DV offices, with the following equipment:

- 54” HD LCD display
- One HD VTC camera

The conference center provides six private offices for distinguished visitors, plus workstations for DV assistants’ use. Each private suite contains SIPR/NIPR/Secure Voice capabilities. The DV area also includes a luggage storage room and a secure room with safe for overnight “Secret” and below material storage.